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^Ije CommonttjealtJ) of illajisiacfiusiettsf
Department of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston, June 1, 1940.
As Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation, I submit herewith the Thirty-
third Annual Report on the Statistics of Municipal Finances of the cities and towns
of the Commonwealth for the financial year 1938. This report was prepared under
the immediate direction of Mr. Theodore N. Waddell, Director of Accounts in the
Department, and contains data relative to the finances of the municipaUties of the
Commonwealth, together with tabulations compiled from the returns made by
the several city and town officials.
HENRY F. LONG,




tKi)t Commontoealtt) of jMasisatbneetts
REPORT ON THE STATISTICS OF
MUNICIPAL FINANCES—1938
Hon. Henry F. Long, Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston.
Sir: — I submit herewith the Thirty-third Annual Report on the Statistics of
Municipal Finances for the year ending December 31, 1938.
This report, like all of those previously issued, is on a cash basis, and attention is
again called to the desirability of basing conclusions on a series of reports rather than
on a single year's figures since by that method we obtain an average figure which more
accurately represents the costs of municipal services and the methods adopted in
financing them. This series of reports makes possible a comparison of municipal
revenues and expenditures over a period of more than thirtj'' years. No material
change has been made in Table I, which is the body of the report.
For the past five years the classification of expenditures has been affected by the
cooperative work with the Federal Government, for which only the cost to the munic-
ipality is reported, except in the relief agencies, and although there has been a curtail-
ment in many municipal activities there have also been added services that would
have been delayed for years unless federal encouragement had been offered. An
attempt has been made to distribute W.P.A. expenses according to their proper function
or activity but there still remains as unclassified expense a relatively large amount
that could not be properly allocated.
Although the body of the report covers the year 1938 only, we are exhibiting tables
on pages xxvii to xxxiii which show the outstanding funded debt and tax title loans
on Januarj'- 1, 1940 of all cities and towns.
The following table shows the funded debt, exclusive of tax title loans, as originally
reported to this division on January 1 of each year from 1929 to 1940, together with
the increase or decrease of debt in each year
:
Increase or Decrease




show a debt reduction of nearly $7,000,000 for all cities and towns is proof of the sound -
ness of our debt poUcy. A temporary departure from the basic principle upon which
it is founded does not seriously affect our credit.
Since 1933 by special acts of the Legislature, enacted annually, cities and towns
have been permitted to borrow to meet a part of increased relief expenses, and during
this period, except in 1933, the proceeds of such loans could be appUed toward the
cost of C.W.A., E.R.A. and W.P.A. This type of borrowing does not appear to be in
keeping with the principles upon which our indebtedness act of 1913 was founded,
but in 1933 we were faced with demands that could not be met by direct taxation
and a temporary suspension of our estabUshed conservative debt policy was authorized.
This departure was expected to be but temporary, so that rather than change our
established laws we have enacted new legislation annually to meet the existing situation
and give at least some temporary reUef to the taxpayer. If we analyze so-called reUef
borrowings incurred under these acts we shall disclose facts that are generally over-
looked by the public, for investigation indicates that the accomplishments of our
conservative debt policies imposed by the provisions of Chapter 44, General Laws,
have not been destroyed or even damaged. The provisions of existing general laws
are a safeguard against debt excessive in amount or for longer periods than the Ufe
of the project for which money may be borrowed. The so-called relief borrowing,
which may appear on the surface to be unsound, has not defeated that purpose. The
explanation hes in the fact that a large amount borrowed under the relief acts has
been expended under the W.P.A. program for outlays such as sewers, streets, sidewalks,
public buildings, reservoirs, standpipes, water mains, and many other purposes for
which debt may be incurred under the provisions of Chapter 44. In other cases cities
and towns which have borrowed directly for rehef have at the same time raised in
the tax levy substantial amounts for such federal aid projects as are stated above.
The fact that we are consistently decreasing our funded debt is evidence that actually
the borro-wdngs under Chapter 44, General Laws, have been eliminated entirely by
most of our cities and towns and whatever outlays or capital improvements are made
are being done through W.P.A. and financed to a large extent through what is known
as rehef borrowing.
The loans incurred under special acts of the Legislature referred to are shown in the
following table, which gives the amounts borrowed for so-caUed rehef purposes by
the cities and towns from 1933 to 1939 under each of the special acts:
Chapter 307, Acts of 1933 . . . $12,212,053.23
Chapter 335, Acts of 1934
Chapter 188, Acts of 1935
Chapter 80, Acts of 1936
Chapter 107, Acts of 1937
Chapter 58, Acts of 1938








The amount of these loans outstanding on January 1, 1940 was $53,818,970.
Municipal Rehef loans are issued only upon the approval of the Emergency Finance
Board established by Chapter 49 of the Acts of 1933, which created a board of five
members, composed of three persons appointed by the Governor, together with the
State Treasurer and the Director of Accounts. This board examines carefully each
apphcation by a city or town for permission to borrow and fixes the term of the loan
and the amount that may be borrowed for the purposes set forth in the acts, namely,
public welfare, including aid to dependent children and old age assistance, soldiers'
benefits including state aid, mihtary aid, soldiers' burials and soldiers' rehef, and any
federal emergency unemployment rehef projects, exclusive of pubhc works adminis-
tration projects or substitutes therefor. The amounts approved may not be in excess
of one-half of one per cent of the assessors' valuations of taxable property for the three
preceding years, such valuations having been reduced by the amount of abatements
allowed thereon. It is necessary also for a municipahty to have raised by taxation
an amount equal to eighty per cent of the aggregate expenditures for the preceding
year for welfare and soldiers' benefits before application may be made for permission
to issue Municipal Rehef loans. Loans are authorized for a period not exceeding ten
years, as fixed by the board.
iv P.D. 79.
The Emergency Finance Board created under the provisions of Chapter 49 of the
Acts of 1933, and continued in existence by subsequent acts, has also the power of
approval or disapproval of loans from the Commonwealth to cities and towns based
on the amount of tax titles which they have acquired. These loans are issued for one
year only but may be renewed T\dth the permission of the board. The amount of these
loans outstanding on January 1, 1940 was $14,747,939.71.
For the year 1938 statistics are presented in this report for 39 cities, 87 towns over
5,000 in population and 225 towns under 5,000 in population. The number of small
towns has been decreased by four, since the towns of Dana, Enfield, Greenwich and
Prescott ceased to exist as towns on April 1, 1938, as their territories were taken over
in part by the MetropoHtan District Water Commission and annexed in part to ad-
joining towns.
In the year 1938, total revenue for current charges increased by $13,683,019 or 4.4
per cent above the amount for the year 1937. Decreases were shown in the receipts
from all classes of revenue with the exception of grants and gifts for expenses, priv-
ileges, departmental, pubhe service enterprises and premiums.
The amount of taxes available as revenue for current charges was less than the
amount in 1937 by $356,544, but if we take into consideration the amount of State
and county taxes collected and paid in 1938, we find that total receipts from taxation
were greater than in 1937 by over $4,400,000. The State tax assessed upon the cities
and towns, which is treated in our tables as an agency account, was $17,000,000 in
the year 1938, as compared ^dth $12,250,000 in the year 1937, an excess of $4,750,000.
Grants and gifts for expenses show an increase of $8,279,805 above the amount
for the year 1937. This is accounted for in part by the grants by the State from the
highway fund for local highway purposes under the provisions of Chapter 500 of the
Acts of 1938, and for emergency storm damage under the provisions of Chapter 498
of the Acts of 1938. The aggregate of these special highway grants included in the
item of grants and gifts for expenses was $5,299,000. The grants from the Federal
Goverrmient for old age assistance, aid to dependent children, and vocational education
were greater than in the year 1937 by $2,743,899.
Of the total amount received as grants and gifts for expenses, $13,081,706 consisted
of grants from the Federal Government; $9,104,858 represented grants from the State
for various activities; $315,965 represented grants from the counties of revenue from
dog licenses; and $512,417 represented gifts from individuals and other sources.
The item of privileges, of which the greater part consists of motor vehicle excise
taxes, increased $498,837 above the amount for the year 1937.
Departmental revenues and revenue from public service enterprises show an in-
crease of $6,044,938 above revenues of the same classes for the year 1937. The greater
part of this increase is in departmental revenue for charities, which includes reim-
bursements from the State for its share of the payments made by cities and towns
for old age assistance, aid to dependent children, and temporary aid, support and
burials of persons for whose care the State is responsible. Reimbursements from
individuals and other cities and towns are also included in departmental revenues
from charities.
It may be noted that for old age assistance paid by a city or town amounting to
not more than thirty dollars per month in each case, the Federal Government grants
one-half of the cost and the State reimburses two-thirds of the remainder. For aid
to dependent children, the State reimburses one-third and the Federal Government
grants one-third, with certain Hmitations as to the amount paid per child.
The current charges against revenue show a total increase of $16,249,703 or 5.07
per cent above the expenditures of the year 1937. The total expenses for maintenance
and operation show an increase of $18,520,403 or 7.11 per cent. Expenditures for
interest show a decrease of $882,195 or 5.57 per cent, and expenditures for debt pay-
ments show an increase in pa3Tiients on account of funded debt of $762,507 or 2.17
per cent. Tax title redemptions paid to the State were less than in 1937 by $2,151,012.
The greater part of the increased expenditures for maintenance and operation
occurred in the departments of charities and soldiers' benefits, which show aggregate
expenditures of $75,886,679 in 1938 as compared with $64,264,836 in 1937, an increase
of $11,621,843 or 18.08 per cent. In estimating the effect of this increase upon local
taxation, the reimbursements from the State and other municipalities and the grants
from the Federal Government should be borne in mind.
P.D. 79. V
The item of highways shows an increase of 14,109,010 above the expenses for the
year 1937, a large part of which was caused by rehabilitation after damage by flood
and hurricane.
The item of pensions shows an increase of $1,566,153, caused in part by the fact
that the year 1938 includes the first full year's expense of contributory retirement
funds in municipalities which adopted the contributory retirement system as author-
ized by Chapter 318 of the Acts of 1936. The remainder of the increased expenditures
for maintenance and operation is distributed in varying amounts in the departmental
expenses, nearly all of which exhibit a slight increase above the expenses of the previous
year.
As in each of the years since 1933, the relief of unemployment in cooperation with
the Federal Government has resulted in departmental expenditures for materials
to be used in projects for which the Federal Government paid the cost of labor. Wher-
ever it has been possible, the expenditures for materials for W.P.A. projects have been
classified according to the character of the project. The cost of administration of
the projects and miscellaneous expenses in connection ^^dth them are shown in the
division of unclassified expense.




Printing and stationery (including town reports)
Memorial Day ....
Rent for military organizations .
Care of soldiers' graves
Insurance not distributed .
Boston Elevated Street Railway accounts












Expenditures for outlays decreased by $2,122,533.94 from the amount shown in
1937. Outlays in general include permanent improvements covering especially items
for which borrowings may be made under our law. The expense by the municipalities
for outlays in recent years does not cover the whole cost of permanent improvements
as many construction projects have been undertaken under the W.P.A. program,
for which only the cost of materials has been borne by the municipalities while the
labor cost has been paid by the Federal Government.
A comparison of revenue for current charges and current charges against revenue
for the years 1937 and 1938 for all cities and towns, together with the percentage each
class of receipts bears to the total receipts, and the cost of each function of govern-
ment as compared with total expenditures, as well as outlays for these years, will be
found in the following tables
:
Revenue for Current Charges.
P.D. 79.
P.D. 79 vii
with 1293,371,915 net funded or fixed debt, and $16,682,968 tax title loans on January
1, 1939.
For cities, the total net funded or fixed debt, excluding tax title loans, was $249,-
799,016, a decrease of $3,869,592; for the towns over 5,000 population the debt was
$26,921,744, a decrease of $2,784,912; and for the towns under 5,000 population the
debt was $9,905,209, a decrease of $91,442.
The tables on pp. xxiii and xxv show the total debt, exclusive of tax title and tem-
porary loans, for each year from 1910 to 1938 and the ratio of net funded debt to
assessed valuation.
Temporary loans of cities incurred and cancelled during the year 1938, which for
typographical reasons are shown under one heading in the table on page 72, are pre-
sented in detail in the table on the following page.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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The Certification of Town and District Notes.
The number of notes certified by this office during the year 1939 was 3,927, repre-
senting a vahie of $45,148,189.85. Of these loans, 1,960 notes having a value of 141,-
922,457.45 were for revenue and other temporary loans, and 1,967 notes representing
a value of $3,225,732.40 were for general loans.
The number of notes certified and the amount of loans represented by them since











greater and more widespread interest in municipal government which will bring
increased efficiency and economy in its operation.
To all in the division who have rendered conscientious service during the year, and
particularly to Mr. Henry F. Long, Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation,




State House, Boston, June 1, 1940.
PLAN OF THE REPORT.
The statistical presentations of this report, following the introductory matter,
are arranged in three principal parts, devoted respectively to the finances of (I) the
39 cities; (II) the 87 towns having a population of 5,000 or over; and (III) the 225
towns having a population of less than 5,000. In all the tabulations, unless otherwise
indicated, the cities and towns are arranged in order of population for convenience
of comparison.
Part I. — Cities.
This part is subdivided as follows: — (A) Summary of Financial Transactions;
(B) Receipts from Revenue; (C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest; (D) Indebt-
edness; and (E) Cash Balances.
(A) Summary of Financial Transactions.
This division consists of a summary table (designated Table I) or general survey
of all the financial transactions of the 39 cities of the Commonwealth (pp. 4-27).
The several cities, with the exception of Boston, which has financial transactions of
such magnitude as to warrant presentation independently of the other cities, are
arranged, for purposes of comparison, according to the population of the Massa-
chusetts Census of 1935, typographical considerations making it necessary to adopt
an arbitrary grouping of four municipalities to a page.
(B) Receipts from Revenue.
Table II (pp. 30, 31) shows receipts from General and Table III (pp. 32, 33) receipts
from Commercial Revenue. The former consists of taxes, licenses and permits, fines
and forfeits, grants and gifts, and aU other general revenue; while the latter is com-
posed of revenue from special assessments (whether for expenses or outlays), privileges,
departmental earnings, pubhc service enterprises, cemeteries, and interest.
Table IV (pp. 34-42) is an exhibit of classified Departmental Earnings (being the
detail of Column D of Table III), from which may be seen the amount of revenue
received by the several municipalities from their various departments. Unclassified
receipts are excluded because of their diversity. This table is self-explanatory and is
suggestive as disclosing the varying degree to which different cities have discovered
opportunities for revenue from these sources.
Table V (p. 43) is a tabulation of interest receipts classified to show the amount of
interest derived from money on deposit, from deferred taxes and special assessments,
from pubhc trust funds (sub-classified according to particular funds, so far as is prac-
ticable), from investment funds, and from miscellaneous sources.
Table VI (p. 44) presents a sununary of revenue receipts, giving within the scope
of a single table in a form convenient for comparison the receipts from aU sources of
revenue of the 39 cities.
It is of interest to note that of the total revenue receipts of the 39 cities of the
Commonwealth for the year covered by the report, 79.5 per cent is from general
revenue sources and 20.5 per cent from commercial revenue sources. The revenue
receipts of the city of Boston are 79.3 per cent from general and 20.7 per cent from
commercial sources.
P.D. 79. xi
(C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest.
The tables in this division, VII to X, inclusive (pp. 46-68), exhibit gross payments,
classified in detail, on account of the maintenance cost, or what are sometimes called
the "current expenses" of the various departments or kinds of municipal services.
Interest payments are similarly but separately shown, not only because it is desirable
to exhibit this item of expense independently, but because interest is properly a capital
rather than a departmental charge.
It would be most interesting and significant, too, if we could calculate the net cost
of the several municipal services to show the actual burden of each upon the taxpayer,
and it might be supposed that such a figure could be obtained simply by deducting
the earnings of a department from the amount necessarj^ to maintain it; but there is
as yet on the part of accounting authorities no clear or general understanding as to
what receipts should be treated as departmental earnings, thereby constituting a
proper offset to expense, and what, on the other hand, being in the nature of an assess-
ment upon the taxpayer rather than a charge upon the citizen, cannot be legitimately
deducted from a gross cost figure in order to obtain net cost of maintenance.
In comparing certain departmental expenses, large differences will occasionally be
noted for the same class of service, the reason for which is not sufficiently apparent
to warrant our attempting to assign it without more or less exhaustive inquiry. Mean-
while the differences, even for a single year, which may be noted in these comparative
tables for cities of approximately the same size should stimulate local discussion for
the purpose of ascertaining whether a satisfactory explanation can be found.
From the interest table (p. 68) we note that the total interest burden of the 39 cities
for the year covered by the report was $13,018,119.75, of which $5,900,803.59, or
45.33 per cent, was interest on the general and cemetery debt; $867,565.73, or 6.66
per cent, was interest on revenue and other temporary loans, including tax title loans
from the State; $3,819,824.77, or 29.34 per cent, was for interest on pubHc service
enterprise debt; and the remaining $2,429,925.66, or 18.67 per cent, was for interest
on account of metropolitan assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes, interest
on county hospital assessments, and miscellaneous debt not specified.
(D) Indebtedness.
Table XI (p. 70) shows the outstanding indebtedness classified by the character of
the obligation; Table XII (p. 71), the relation of indebtedness to valuation, the valu-
ation figures as reported to the Tax Commissioner being used; Table XIII (p. 72),
the debt transactions for 1938, c' ossified according to the character of the obUgation;
Table XIV (p. 73) shows separately the payments to the state sinking and loan funds;
and Table XV (p. 74) shows th method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.
A tabulation which gives figures for the funded or fixed debt and the net debt only
of a municipality does not, however, tell the whole story of the debt burden. Revenue
loans, it is true, are not included in reckoning the limit of indebtedness under the law;
but although they are temporary transactions with uncollected taxes presumably as
an offsetting asset, they constitute in fact a permanent burden, since they are as a
class annually recurrent. Loans in anticipation of bond issues, although of a tempo-
rary character, are in reality fixed debt (having no assets as an offset) and in Table XII
are included in the total of funded or fixed debt and reckoned in determining the net
debt. Table XI (p. 70) has therefore been prepared for the purpose of showing the
aggregate outstanding indebtedness, including not only the funded or fixed debt, but
also temporary debt and warrants or orders unpaid.
The net funded or fixed debt is found by deducting from the total funded or fixed
debt the amount which has been set aside in sinking funds to pay the debt when due.
Funded or fixed debt does not include tax title loans, revenue loans or outstanding
warrants or orders, because these debts are considered temporary, and it is assumed
that such obligations are offset by theoretically "quick" assets. Thus, revenue loans
are offset by uncollected taxes, and warrants or orders by cash on hand.
The table of debt transactions (p. 72) is of interest as showing the amount of debt
incurred during the fiscal year 1938 for the several purposes specified, and the amount
of debt cancelled during the year, excepting payments to the state sinking and loan
funds on account of metropolitan assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes,
and payments to counties on account of debt incurred for hospital purposes. These
xii P.D. 79.
payments represent the cancellation of a portion of the debt of a city incurred by the
State and County on its account, and for this reason are excluded.
Included in the term "General Loans" in the table of debt transactions are not only
loans issued for general purposes, but likewise all loans whether specified as for school,
fire, or police, etc., purposes, since these could not be shown separately by figures which
would be comparable.
Payments to the state sinking and loan funds on account of metropolitan sewer, park,
and water assessments are shown separately in Table XIV (p. 73). The aggregate
amount thus paid for the 39 cities in 1938 was $1,865,498.75.
Table XV (p. 74) is of interest as showing the relative use by the 39 cities of Massa-
chusetts of the two methods of meeting their debt obligations. The payiaents to the
state sinking and loan funds on account of metropolitan assessments and payments
to the county for debt incurred for hospital purposes are included in this table in order
to show the annual debt charges against revenue, but they are assessments and not
properly charged as a serial or municipal sinking fund payment. Payments to the
State on account of tax title loans are also included.
(E) Cash Balances.
Table XVI (p. 76) shows the amount of cash on hand held by the treasurer and
departments at the beginning and close of the fiscal year 1938.
Part II. — Towns over 5,000 Population.
The subdivisions of this part are as follows : — (A) Summary of Financial Trans-
actions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances.
The tables in Division A, Summary of Financial Transactions (pp. 80-127), are
similar in form and detail to those given for the cities in Part I, the towns being
arranged in groups of four, according to population, with the exception of Brookline,
the largest town, which is presented separately as its transactions are scarcely com-
parable with those of any other town. The tables in the division devoted to Indebted-
ness (II, III, IV, V, and VI, on pp. 130-137, inclusive) are similar to those given for
the cities, and the comments made in the latter connection are likewise applicable to
the towns. The statements of Cash Balances (pp. 140, 141) for the towns are also
self-explanatory.
Part III. — Towns under 5,000 Population.
The subdivisions of this part are as follows : — (A) Summary of Financial Trans-
actions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances. They are presented on the same plan
as the towns of over 5,000 population, which are shown in Part II.
ANALYSIS TABLES
; ^
I. Excess or Deficiency of Revenue
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
II. Revenue Charges for Maintenance, Interest, and Debt Requirements
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
III. Comparative Statement for the Cities of Valuation, Revenue for Current Charges, and Current
Charges against Revenue
IV. Comparative Debt Statements
A. Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness — Comparisons for 1910, 1936, 1937, and 1938
B. Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness — General and Enterprise Debt
C. Net Funded or Fixed Debt and Assessed Valuation
V. Net Debt January 1, 1940, and Ratio of Net Debt to Valuation
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
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Aggregate Municipai Indebtedness— Comparisons for 1910, 1936, 1937 and 1938.
All Municipalities.
Classification.
P.D. 79. XXI 11
Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness — General and Enterprise Debt.
All Municipalities.
Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness — General and Enterprise Debt
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Summary of Financial Transactions
FOR THE Fiscal Year Ending
December 31, 1938
P.D. 79.








Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits


























































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Tempi raru loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....
RECAPITULATION.




Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .



























» Includes $19.09 from administration of trust funds.
P.D. 79.

























Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loaris, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments













1 Includes serial payments amounting to $408,681.26.
2 Includes $170,509.33 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
3 Includes $54,988.41 from balances of loan appropriations.
P.D. 79.











Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits















Protection of persons and property















On trust and investment funds
All other ....
































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year
Premiums .....
Transfers .....
From sinking funds . . .
All other .....
Refunds .....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....
$16,951,073.52 $12,157,080.22 $10,599,426.30 $4,169,293.99
RECAPITULATION.




Agency, trust, and investment .
Total receipts .






















































































$31,600,142.99 $25,976,367.36 $19,965,474.12 $9,983,540.90
1,683,810.64 1,729,993.74 1,207,0441'^ 323,53487
$33,283,953.63 $27,706,361.10 $21,172,518.29 $10,307,075.77
» Includes $9,000 applied to payment of interest on loans.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
P.D. 79.

















Property, poll, aud income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....


































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....




































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .






















$13,271,846.14 $13,956,538.93 $13,855,638.69 $12,231,531.63
768,797.39 1,462,327.42 1,370,593.73 269,813.80
$14,040,643.53 $15,418,866.35 $15,226,232.42 $12,501,345.43
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
10 P.D. 79.
















































On trust and investment funds
All other ....


































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)





$4,913,048.22 .«?4,945, 972.43 $4,672,129.20 $4,265,303.34
Refunds
investmentAgency, trust, and :
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Reimbursements for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
All other ....
RECAPITULATION.




Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .



























































































$11,157,382.74 $11,447,304.85 $11,697,443.10 $9,241,027.17
$9,935,162.21 $10,841,104.05 $10,911,235.38
1 ,222,220 . 63 606,200 . 80 786,207 . 72
P.D. 79.



































Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings























































































































































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ... . .
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments
























1 ,616,608 . 64 856,640 . 76
83,256.67
939.455 . 04
. $11,157,382.74 $11,447,304.85 $11,697,443.10 $9,241,027.17
1 Includes $219.08 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
- Includes 816,088.41 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
= Includes $54,450.21 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
4 Includes $6,828.41 paid from investment fund.
12 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
13
14 P.D. 79.
Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.




















































On trust and investment funds
All other ....































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)





Refunds . . .
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....

































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts
.















363,868 . 30 401,789 . 60 283,270 . 26
$5,580,242.74 $5,763,319.74 $5,796,436.82 $5,054,664.92
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
IT
18 P.D. 79.
Table I. —• Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.





















Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses an-i permits





























On trust and investment funds
All other ....





























































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements fnr gro.de crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....

































































Agency, trust, and investment
TotaJ receipts .
Balance on hand, including funds
GRAND TOTAL
.51,932,528.43 $1,243,829.31 $1,911,813.26 $1,327,503.94
1,870.45 330.50 842.15 375.00
1,755,000.00 695,000.00 1,508,687.13 1,104,351.45
42,413.43 6,479.82 5,997.58 8,095.23
201,981.84 146,537.15 147,958.88 160,785.32
$3,9.33,794.15 $2,092,176.78 $3,575,299.00 $2,601,110.94
136,707.87 37,486.45 83,474-04 91,740:04
$4,070,502.02 $2,129,663.23 $3,658,773.94 $2,692,850.98
P.D. 79.




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.









Property, poll, and income
Corporation, banlc, etc.
Licenses and permits





































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .








































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts
.







































































From revenue and otlier sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
All other ....
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest ....
Perrnanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds .
Agency, trust, and investment
Total payments .....




Table I. — Summary oj Financial Transactions. Cities
























































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
























Revenue and offsets to outlays $236,677,504.40
Premiums 172,055.42
Municipal indebtedness . . . . . . . . . . . 173,568,030.47
Transfers and refunds 8,916,120.79
Agency, trust, and investment 40,697,745.02
Total receipts $460,031,456.10
Balance on hand, including funds ......... 24,998,140. 77
GRAND TOTAL $485,029,596.87
1 Includes $46.59 from administration of trust funds.
2 Includes gas. See footnotes on pp. 12 and 22.
' Includes 89,000 appHed to payment of interest on loans.
* Includes $8,000 from investment fund.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935 Concluded.
27





















Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes a?id licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings































































































Maintenance and interest .....
Perm;anent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requLrem,ents from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds .
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....














1 Includes gas. See footnotes on pp. 13 and 23.
2 Includes $219.08 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
' Includes serial payments amounting to $692,681.26 and $8,000 from investment fund.
^ Includes $283,561.14 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays and $6,828.41 from investment fund.
' Includes $54,988.41 from balances of loan appropriations.
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$204,360.87 $740,240.61 $17,417.34 $485,933.65
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Table VII. — Maintenance of Departments— Continued.
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Table XII. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1938,
71
Note.—The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property, including
motor vehicles, as of January 1, 1938, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1938.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown
in Table XI, which includes funded or fi.xed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of tax title loans,
revenue loans, other temporary loans, exclusive of $68,460 in Quincj' (see footnote on page 70), and warrants
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Part II




Summary of Financial Transactions



















































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)




All other . . .
Refunds .....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
























Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .



































Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















Frotn revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....












Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Arlington Watertown Belmont Framinghani
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits






























On trust and investment funds
All other ....






























































































































Loans, general purpose^ .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, curre?it year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)




All other . . . . .
Refunds .....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....




































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .
























$4,325,294.70 $3,995,378.16 $4,349,210.43 $3,166,709.64
i,795,214.14 $3,879,901.98 $3,037,489.35
200,164.02 469,308.46 129,220.29
1 Includes $7.50 from administration of trust funds.
P.D. 79. 83
Graded According to Populatior
84 P.D. 79.

















































On trust and investment funds
All other .































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county . .
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....





























































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .
Balance on hand, including funds
GRAND TOTAL
$1,719,930.42 $1,051,785.18 $1,465,143.41 $1,618,421.13
1,076.04 199.95
600,000.00 689,850.00 432,500.00 580,810.00
4,967.92 6,397.15 6,998.84 11,248.77





$2,755,646.05 $2,044,834.80 $2,309,327.47 $2,596,119.53
P.D. 79.
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Graded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
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Table I. — Summary of- Financial Transactions. Towns
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Graded According to Population of 1936— Continued.
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Table I.— Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D 79.



































Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
All other ....
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.





























Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Stoughton Barnstable Montague Rockland
POPXILATION POPTJLATION POPULATION POPULATION
8,478 8,037 7,967 7,890
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.
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Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .






















From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .

































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts
.









































Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .




















From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings






































Table I. — Summary oj Financial Transactions. Towns




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and •permits





































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans")






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....
RECAPITULATION.




Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts
.





























1 Includes $38.95 from administration of trust funds.
2 Includes 8185,700.53 from municipal general hospitals.
3 Includes gas. See footnotes on pp. 86 and 102.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935 — Concluded.
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Administration of trust funds
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sijiking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings







































































Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refimds .
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....





















' Includes $269,206.60 for municipal general hospitals.
- Includes gas. See footnotes on pp. 87 and 103.
' Includes $1,556.31 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
• Includes $11,202.95 for municipal general hospitals.
' Includes $36,2.53.91 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays;
$4,000 paid from surplus of sewer sinking fund.
,600 paid from gifts for outlays

Division B





Table III, — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1938.
Note.—The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property, including
motor vehicles, as of January 1, 1938, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1938.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount dififers from the total debt shown
' in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of tax title loans,
,
revenue loans, other temporary loans, exclusive of S250,000 in Mansfield (see footnote on p. 131), and warrants





Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1938— Concluded.
Towns. Popu-
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Table V. — Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State— 1938.
P.D. 79. 137
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Table I. — Summary oj Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.






















Administration of trust funds
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings








































































Table I. — Summary oj Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
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Administration of trust funds
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes




















From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from, revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
















































































































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds
. . . . . .
Agency, trust, and investment
Total payments ....
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Lenox Acton Hull Hopkinton
Population Population Population Population
2,706 2,635 2,619 2,616
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.

























Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary leans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Rounds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including; revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .





















From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Graded According to Population of 1935 Continued.
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PAYMENTS.
Hardwick Harwich Charlton Avon
Population Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings















Graded According to Populatio7i
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS,
Ashburnham Chatham Dennis Georgetown
Population Population Population Population
2,051 2,050 2,017 2,009
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.

































Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans^
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Table I. — Summary oj Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Marion Williamsburg Tisbury Freetown
Popui/ATiON Population Population Population
1,867 1,S59 1,822 1,813
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings











































































































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments
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Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
215
PAYMENTS.
Lanesborough Rochester Wenham Stow
Population Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and otlier source
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
































































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings






Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
Granby Southampton Conway Harvard
Population Population Population Population







































Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
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PAYMENTS.
Granby Southampton Conway Harvard
Population Population Population Population




















Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Outlays . . . . ,
Departmental
General government .















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from, revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of tnist funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licences for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including rev
Warrants or orders, previous yea
Transfers
To sinking funds from revenue
All other
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings



























































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings

































































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Cummington Eastham Egremont Warwick
Population Population Popxh^ation Population
610 606 569 565
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
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Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.





















Administration of trust funds
Interest....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ... .
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county . . .
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
All other ....
Plympton Truro Worthington Pelham
PopTJLATiON Population Population Population
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other .....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings


























































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings


























































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Westhampton Bosborough Wendell Wales
PoPUIiATION POPITLATION POPULATION POPULATION
405 404 397 382
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.































Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
























































Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits






























On trust and investment funds
All other .
Tyringham Monroe Shutesbury Middleiield
Population Population Population Population
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Offsets to outlays ......
Depart?nental ......
Public service enterprises ....
Cemeteries .......
Munic ipal indebtedness ....
Loans, general purposes .....
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries ......
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans (including revenue Icjins)
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year
Premiums .......
Transfers .......
From sinking funds .....
All other .......
Refunds .......
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State ....
Taxes for county ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings .

















Transfers and refunds ........... 76 37
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 1,060. .i7
Total receipts §12,889-29
Balance on hand, including funds ......... 3,682.71
GRAND TOTAL $16,572.00
P.D. 79. 259







General government ........... 877.99
Protection of persons and property ........ 61.60










Public service enterprises .......... —
Electric light ............ —
Water ............. -
All other ............. -
Cemeteries ............. 15.00
Administration of trust funds .......... —
Interest.............. -
Loans, general purposes ........... —
Loans, public service enterprises ......... —
Loans, cemeteries ............ -
Outlays 5,241.19
Departm-ental ............ 5,841 19
General government ........... —
Protection of persons and property ......... -






Unclassified ............ ' -
Public service enterprises .......... —
Electric light ............ -
Water ............. -
All other ............. —
Cemeteries ............. —
Municipal indebtedness .......... -
From sinking funds ........... —
From revenue and other sources ......... —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ....... —
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... —
Transfers 61.72
To sinking funds from revenue.......... —
All other 61.73
Refunds ............. 14.6.5
Agency, trust, and investment 1,028.84
Taxes and licenses for State . . . . . . . . . . 511 .22
Taxes for county ............ 4^4-13
Expenditures for grade crossings ......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 30.29
All other 73.20
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest . $10,219.61
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) ....... -
Sinking fund requirements from revenue ........ -
Outlays 5,241.19
Permanent debt from sinking funds ......... -
Bonds refunded, current year .......... -
Temporary loans ............ -
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds ....... 76 . 37
Agency, trust.and investment .......... 1,028.84
Total payments $16,566.01
Balance on hand, including funds ......... S.99
GRAND TOTAL $16,572.00
260 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
AGGREGATE RECEIPTS (225 TOWNS). POPtJLATION397,680
REVENUE.
General . ' .
Taxes . .
Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits









































































Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Reimbursements for grade crossings


























Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .










Includes $631.86 from administration of trust funds.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Populaiion of 1935— Concluded.
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest.....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue .
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings













































































Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays . . .
_
.
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds .
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....










1 Includes SI,443.75 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays.
2 Includes $431 paid from proceeds of sale of electric light plant.
3 Includes $28,823.41 paid from balances of Federal grants for outlays; 83,144.03 paid from sea wall assess-
ment reserve; $1,800 paid from gifts for outlays; $1,800 paid from proceeds of sale of electric light plant; $1,617
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Table III. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1938.
Note.—The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property, including
motor vehicles, as of January 1, 1938, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1938.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown
in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of tax title loans,
revenue loans, other temporary loans, and warrants or orders is deducted from the total debt shown in Table II,
the result will give the funded or fixed debt shown in Table III.
There are fifty-one towns which showed no funded or fixed debt.
Towns.
P.D. 79.
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Method of Meeting Debt Requirements from Taxation — 1938—
Continued.
P.D. 79.
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By Cities and Towns
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TABULAR INDEX: FOR CITIES.
The statistical presentations for the cities include the following tables:
~
" Summary of Financial Transactions.
Receipts from General Revenue.
Receipts from Commercial Revenue. _-
Detail of Departmental Earnings.
Interest Receipts.
Summary of Revenue Receipts.
Maintenance of Departments.











Tabular Index: For Cities — Concluded.
Summary of Maintenance.
Interest Payments.
Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Character of Obligation —
Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1938.
Debt Transactions for 1938 Classified by Character of Obligation.
Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State — 1938.






TABULAR INDEX: FOR TOWNS.
The statistical presentations for the towns include the following tables:
Table I. Summary of Financial Transactions.
Table II. Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Character of Obligation —
Table III. Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1938.
Table IV. Debt Transactions for 1938 Classified by Character of Obligation.
Table V. Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State — 1938.
Table VI. Method of Meeting Debt Requirements from Taxation — 1938

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tabular Index: For Towns— Continued.
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Tabular Index: For Towns — Continued.
P.D. 79.
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Tabular Index: For Towns — Concluded.
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